
 

 

40 chefs under 40 

These rising young culinary stars bring more than just good food to the table -- they link farms to forks and 

promote better health for people and the planet. 
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Back in July, we paid tribute 

to 40 young American farmers who rise early, tend to their crops and livestock all day, fill CSA subscriptions, 

attend farmers markets, and even take the time to field e-mails and phone calls from an environmental news 

website. We were impressed with and inspired by this crop of energetic, eco-minded agrarians. And so were 

you. So much in fact, that in September we brought you "40 farmers under 40: Readers' choice." 

  

 

Yet through it all, we felt something was missing. Initially, what exactly "it" was eluded us, but our grumbling 

stomachs led us to the answer: chefs. After highlighting the work of exceptional farmers, the concept of "farm 

to fork" comes full-circle with our sampling below of "40 chefs under 40." 

  

From Memphis to Montpelier and Providence to Peoria, these young chefs delight picky palates with a range of 

cuisines and concentrations — soul food, sushi, pub fare, molecular gastronomy, street-cart snacks and much 

more. Whether they work in four-star restaurants, private homes, events or even at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., 

they all have one thing in common: Whenever possible, they support the farmers who got us so excited — and 

hungry — in the first place. 

  

By working with locally produced, seasonal and sustainable ingredients in the kitchen, these chefs make dining 

a memorable, eco-epicurean experience. Some even transcend the "farm to fork" concept by focusing on 

sustainable seafood. And, like the farmers, these chefs aren't just chefs: They're educators, entrepreneurs, 

authors, activists, TV personalities and even farmers themselves. 

  

We salute these sustainable chefs under the age of 40. They've opened our eyes to the diversity of low-impact 

eating and made us hungry in the process. Let's dig in, shall we? 

  

Did we miss one? Enter a comment below on a chef you think should have been nominated, and we'll consider 

him or her as part of a future feature. 
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5) Sean Brock, 30 

Executive chef, McCrady's Restaurant 

Charleston, S.C. 

  

Chef Sean Brock began his professional career as chef tournant at the Peninsula 

Grill in Charleston, S.C., after graduating from Johnson & Wales University and 

apprenticing with chefs Rick Tramanto, Gale Gand, Grant Achatz and Paco 

Roncero of La Terraza del Casino in Madrid. He next moved to Richmond, Va., 

to serve as executive sous chef of Lemaire Restaurant at the Jefferson Hotel, and 

in 2003 was promoted within the Elite Hospitality Group to executive chef at the 

Hermitage Hotel in Nashville, Tenn. 

  

Brock was back in Charleston before long, however, taking a position as 

executive chef at McCrady's and developing a 2.5-acre farm on Wadmalaw 

Island. Rather than relying on others to fill the needs of the kitchen and the 

demands of an increasingly sophisticated food community, Brock wanted to 

create a true field-to-table experience, not only for his guests but for his staff. 

McCrady's culinary, service and management teams now work the farm together, 

producing 90 percent of the restaurant's vegetables. The personal relationship to 

the food grown on the farm serves as inspiration for everyone working at McCrady's, Brock says, from the front 

door to the back. 

  

Brock has a long list of accomplishments and accolades to his credit, including two dinners for the James Beard 

Foundation, two features on Food Network, and numerous reviews and local awards. He was nominated in 2008 

for the James Beard Award "Rising Star Chef" and was named in 2009 as a semifinalist for James Beard "Best 

Chef Southeast" and "Rising Star Chef." In 2009, Charleston City Paper named Brock "Best Chef Charleston." 
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